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The Least (or Zero) Emission Ship?

(Source: WMU Maritime Energy Management Specialization EGY102 Lecture Notes)
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Sustainable Shipping for a Sustainable Planet

IMO
World Maritime Theme for 2020

Source: (WMU Maritime Energy Management Specialization EGY102 Lecture Notes)
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Air Pollution - Motivation and Drivers
q Environmental impact of Air Pollutants and GHGs (climate change, ..)
and other externalities
q More stringent environmental regulations (MARPOL Annex VI Chapter
4), Kyoto to Paris Agreement and the latest IMO GHG Strategy
q Volatile fuel oil price
q World population, energy demand and prices
q Energy resources scarcity and Energy security
q UN2030 Agenda (SDGs 7 & 13 in particular)
Source: (Introduction Chapter, Trends and Challenges in Maritime Energy Management, Ölçer, A.I., Kitada, M., Dalaklis, D., Ballini, F. (Eds.), ISBN 978-3-319-74576-3, Springer)
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Future Ship Propulsion Technology
q From Human to Diesel Engines
q Fuel cells, batteries?
q Nuclear (or Thorium?)
q Alternative fuels and
Renewables

A new
SCurve?

q (Solar, Wind, LNG, biofuel,
Methanol, ..)

S-Curve

q Hybrid (right mix?)
(Ref: Shipping innovation by Niko Wijnolst, Tor Wergeland,
Figure 407, page 378)
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The PG Pathway in MEM Stream
BREADTH KNOWLEDGE
(Technology and Innovation, Human Factors, Economics etc.)

PhD in MARITIME ENERGY
MSc in Maritime Energy Management
Foundation Studies (Term 1)

Subjects in Term 2
q Subject 1: Energy for Sustainable Maritime Industry
q Subject 2: Energy-Efficient Ship Design and Operation
q Subject 3: Energy Management in Maritime Onshore
Facilities
q Subject 4: Alternative Fuel/Technologies and Marine
Renewable Energy
q Subject 5: Maritime Energy Management and
Operational Research
q Field Studies and Seminar

Research
Priority Area:
Maritime
Energy
Management

Dissertation

PG Diploma in Maritime Energy
Professional Development Courses
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The Holistic View of MEM
•

Regulatory framework

•

Energy efficiency

•

Renewable / Cleaner
energy

•

Technology and
innovation

•

Human element
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FACTORS

ECONOMICS
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SHIPS

ONSHORE
FACILITIES
(PORTS &
SHIPYARDS)

LIFE-CYCLE
DESIGN

•

FOCUS

KEY THEMATIC AREAS

PRODUCTION

OPERATION

RECYCLING

OCEANS

Economics of energy
management

Source: Appendix I: Maritime Energy Management Research Strategy, Trends and Challenges in Maritime Energy Management, Ölçer, A.I., Kitada, M., Dalaklis, D., Ballini, F. (Eds.), ISBN 978-3-319-74576-3, Springer
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WMU’s Research – Two Main Pillars
As the International Maritime Organization’s centre of excellence for postgraduate
maritime education, WMU’s mission is to be the world centre of excellence in
postgraduate maritime and oceans education, professional training and research,
while building global capacity and promoting sustainable development.

Maritime

Ocean
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Maritime Research Priority Areas (RPAs)
WMU’s Mission: To be the world centre of excellence in postgraduate maritime and oceans
education, professional training and research, while building global capacity and promoting
sustainable development.
q Maritime Energy Management
q Maritime and Marine Technology and Innovation
q Maritime Economics and Business
q Maritime Social and Labour Governance
q Maritime Law, Policy and Governance
q Maritime Safety
q Environmental Impact of Maritime Activities
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Maritime Energy Management (RPA1)
Key topic areas:
q Maritime energy policy and governance
q Economics and social dimensions of energy management
q Energy management over the life-cycle of ships and in maritime onshore
facilities (ports, shipyards)
q Renewable energy including ocean energy applicable to the maritime
industry
q Marine technology and innovation related to energy
q The circular economy from a waste reduction and renewable energy
perspective
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WMU MEM Research Strategy
Maritime Energy Management
Research Strategy
OUR VISION
To become the world’s leading University in the research field of maritime energy management and to play a
vital role in transforming the maritime world to achieve a sustainable, low carbon and energy efficient future by
delivering research of global excellence.

OUR STRATEGY
This vision will be reflected by MarEner (Maritime Energy Management and Marine Technology) Research
Group’s interdisciplinary research, whereby WMU will be appreciated for:

•
•

Advancing the knowledge in the maritime energy management field by conducting world-class fundamental
and applied research in the thematic areas given below over a life-cycle perspective, from shipping to oceans,
and from ports to shipyards;

Contributing to the capacity building and the goals of the IMO and its Member States and relevant UN
bodies, in particular to UN SDGs 7, 12 & 13;

•

Fostering strategic relationships with other universities, governmental organizations, companies and other
maritime stakeholders across the world to advance research;

Setting a global research agenda in the maritime energy management field through addressing maritime
community’s needs; and

Undertaking research of an international standard through scholarly publication.

KEY THEMATIC AREAS

FOCUS

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK

RENEWABLE
ENERGY

HUMAN
FACTORS

ECONOMICS
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& INNOVATION

•
•

SHIPS
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•

(PORTS &
SHIPYARDS)

LIFE-CYCLE
DESIGN

PRODUCTION

OPERATION
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RECYCLING

SSRC
WORLD MARITIME UNIVERSITY
Fiskehamnsgatan 1, 211 18
PO Box 500, SE-201 24
Malmö, Sweden
www.wmu.se/research

•

Recent Areas of Interest
Ocean energy
Renewable energy and alternative fuels
and technologies
Real-time decision support systems for
energy efficient ship operations
Climate
change
impact
on
port
infrastructure and its adaptation
Lean, energy efficient and green ports and
shipyards
Life cycle cost/environment impact models
of green solutions for ships, ports and
shipyards
Decision making for trade-off situations of
cleaner seaborne transportation

SHIP STABILITY RESEARCH CENTRE

Source: Appendix I: Maritime Energy Management Research Strategy, Trends and Challenges in Maritime Energy Management, Ölçer, A.I., Kitada, M., Dalaklis, D.,
Ballini, F. (Eds.), ISBN 978-3-319-74576-3, Springer
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Current Research Portfolio Examples
q ITF Transport 2040 Project: An assessment of the technological developments in the
global transport sector and their implications on jobs and employment by 2040, with a
budget of 1.2mUSD
q EU Horizon 2020 Projects

1

2

Title of EU-H2020 Project
CyberMAR (Cyber preparedness actions for a
holistic approach and awareness raising in
the Maritime logistics supply chain)
SAFEMODE
(Strengthening
synergies
between Aviation and maritime in the area
of human Factors towards achieving more
Efficient
and
resilient
MODE
of
transportation)

WMU Budget
464,967 EUR

Start date
1 September 2019

(3 years)
252,000 EUR

1 June 2019

(3 years)

q EU Regional (Interreg):LNG Value Chain for Clean Shipping, Green Ports and Blue
Growth in Baltic Sea Region (Go LNG)
q IMO: A research project intended to assess the impact of the human element on
international shipping, with a budget of £500,000
q International Association of Maritime Universities (IAMU) and the Nippon Foundation:
The work on skills for the future Global Maritime Professional (GMP) resulting in a
Global Maritime Professional Body of Knowledge (GMP BoK)
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Track Record of the MEM Publications
Research in Transportation Business & Management 17 (2015) 36–40
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Ocean Engineering

a b s t r a c t
This paper addresses the challenges of managers in the shipping industry to implement energy efﬁcient measures
in ship operations and their roles of managing both people and technology under the fulﬁlment of their corporate
social responsibility (CSR). An increasing pressure on shipping companies to concern about marine environment,
including energy efﬁciency, has led managers to consider CSR as their ethical business practices. It is an accepted
norm that shipping is generally the most environmentally friendly mode of transport in terms of CO2 produced
per ton nautical mile. Despite an extensive amount of research available to improve energy efﬁciency in shipping,
the implementation of such measures has not been progressed by the industry as expected. This problem can be
attributed to human element, which is connected to technology through designing and using it. In this context, it
is problematic to understand that CSR is an inclusive set of corporate responsibilities in ‘all-in-one’ box. Hence,
examining human element will help understanding the complexity of management in energy efﬁciency in shipping. The paper also identiﬁes the limitations of CSR in business practices and the need of interdisciplinary research between people and technology in order to respond to managerial challenges in energy efﬁcient shipping.
© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/oceaneng

The development of a ship performance model in varying operating
conditions based on ANN and regression techniques
b

Yasser B.A. Farag a, *, Aykut I. Olçer
a
b

1. Introduction
Energy efﬁcient shipping has been regarded as a business strategy
for “green shipping” or eco-friendly design and operation of ships in
the last couple of decades. The United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) was held at Rio de Janeiro in 1992
and alternative energy sources to replace the use of fossil fuels was
one of the agendas in relation to global climate change. This initiative
was followed by an effort to make an international agreement, called
Kyoto Protocol, within the United Nations (UN) Framework Convention
on Climate Change, setting internationally binding emission reduction
targets. It posed additional pressure on the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) and thereby the shipping industry to respond to
such discussions, although the seaborne transportation has traditionally
been known as high level of energy efﬁciency in terms of the ratio of
gram CO2 per ton nautical mile. The Third IMO GHG Study (IMO,
2014) reports that the average green house gas (GHG) emissions from
shipping accounted for approximately 3.1% of annual global CO2 during
the period of 2007–2012 on average.
In addition to the demand for an environmentally sound business
management in the sector, the maritime industry has been also facing
various challenges caused by the changes in current economy and geopolitics, the newer forms of structures of trade and supply chains, logistics, and intermodal transport. In the highly competitive market, the
⁎ Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: mk@wmu.se (M. Kitada), aio@wmu.se (A. Ölçer).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.rtbm.2015.10.002
2210-5395/© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

management in shipping companies is challenged by promising a number of tasks at the managerial level. Benn and Bolton (2011) describe
that these pressures are ‘creating an environment of dynamic complexity for business around stakeholder relationships, pathways to sustainable business practices, global citizenry responsibilities and risk
management’. Corporate social responsibility (CSR) has gained popularity in debating the role of corporations from the social and ethical
perspectives. Regardless of the size of the company, shipping companies
are striving for business management and a public image of the company has been more important than ever. How does CSR affect the management policies and practices of shipping companies in terms of
energy efﬁciency at the organisational level?
Furthermore, individual's attitudes and behaviour towards the implementation of energy efﬁciency measures are also a concern of this
study. This paper argues how management can contribute to transfer
a corporate ideology of energy efﬁciency concept to workers through
CSR. In the process of implementing energy efﬁciency measures, what
are the roles of management in persuading employees to apply technology and good practices? The paper suggests future research areas in the
energy management in shipping in terms of human element and barrier
mitigation.
2. Understanding the need for energy management
The importance of energy management will continue to increase as
it is highlighted in the IMO concept document on a sustainable maritime
transportation system (IMO, 2013) that energy efﬁciency and ship-port

Arab Academy for Science, Technology and Maritime Transport (AASTMT), Alexandria, Egypt
World Maritime University (WMU), Malm
o, Sweden

A R T I C L E I N F O

A B S T R A C T

eywords
Ship energy efficiency
Artificial neural network
Multiple regression analysis
Ship performance model
Ship power prediction
Just In Time

Maximizing the ship operational energy efficiency requires robust tools to monitor, estimate, and predict the
ship’s performance under dynamic sea environments. Knowledge of ships’ fuel consumption using an appropriate
prediction algorithm prior to (or during) a voyage can be a very important tool in reducing GHG emissions from
international shipping. Classical methods for power estimation are approximate procedures that lack the
required sensitivity to track sea environmental effects on ship performance. Meanwhile, Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) as a computing system has proven its applicability in estimating its systems outputs. It also has
the ability to capture, learn and adapt to the changes that may occur within the system’s variables.
The proposed model has employed combined ANN and Multi-Regression (MR) techniques to estimate the
ship’s power and fuel consumption. The proposed model has the ability to function in a real-time environment
and adapt to changes that may occur to the ship environment. Additionally, the proposed model has been
developed by processing intensive datasets rather than traditional Noon Reports that have been relied on in many
previous studies.
Engineering
146 (2017)
477–485
Finally, the developed model was utilized to predict potential fuelOcean
saving
in a Just-In-Time
(JIT)
scenario for
one of the ship’s voyages.
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advances in a seaway, she faces additional resistance caused by actual
sea state condition. The extra power is usually accounted for by a Sea
We are now in a new era where reduction and removal of Green
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ated the momentum of decarbonization efforts in the shipping industry.
to the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) (Kim et al., 201 ).
Since GHG removal from the operations of commercially sized merchant
Main challenge is that the classical mathematical models lack the
ships is extremely arduous with the today’s technologies, increasing ship
required sensitivity and accuracy to capture and track real-time enviperformance through reduction of ships’ fuel consumption is accepted as
ronmental conditions surrounding ships in seaways. Additionally, and
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World seaborne transportation is crucial for world trade and global economic growth. Shipping has been
increasing since 2009, including oil & gas, dry bulk and container freight, and is very likely to continue this trend
in the near future. However, international shipping also produces 2.7% of the world's total CO2 emissions, and
globally, air pollutants emitted from international shipping are increasing due to the rise in trade. It is a wellestablished fact that Greenhouse Gasses (GHGs) cause climate change and that air pollutants trigger a range of
health issues for humans. To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed framework, this paper will focus on a
general assessment of the health-related externality of air pollution emitted from wind-assisted hybrid ship
propulsion within two different emission reduction scenarios. The paper will further analyse the emission impact
from both individual scenarios. A Chemical Transport Model (CTM) is used to estimate the realistic concentration
of relevant air pollutants, and the Economic Valuation of Air-pollution Model (EVA) is applied to assessing the
health-related economic externalities of air pollution.
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1. Introduction

environment is estimated to cause 1.4% of all premature deaths and 0.5%
of all disability-adjusted loss of life years. Additionally, the emission of

designers, superintendents, surveyors, engineers with a maritime background
etc.) as well as from other backgrounds, as ship operators, administrators,
port and shipyard managers and professionals from the energy and
environmental sectors and so on. It provides a comprehensive understanding
of different aspects of maritime energy management across the field from
shipping to oceans, and from ports to shipyards with a vision towards achieving
a sustainable, energy efficient and low carbon maritime industry.

MSc in Maritime Energy Management
EGY 111

Energy and Maritime Industry – Principles and Regulatory Framework
To apply system thinking; to define concepts related to energy and provide an appraisal of available
energies; to discuss the predominance of fossil fuels; to examine the problems associated with
air emissions; to explain local pollution and global climate impacts; to understand the international
regulatory and institutional framework for air emissions; to compare energy security for private and
public entities; to examine energy management in the shipping context

4 EC

EGY 102

Energy-Efficient Ship Design and Operation
To understand MARPOL Annex VI including EEDI, SEEMP, MRV, DCS and technology transfer;
to examine technological innovation related to energy management in the maritime industry; to
explain the basic process of onboard power generation and describe principal energy consumers;
to identify energy-saving measures in both ship design and operation; to discuss ship design and
energy efficiency through ship resistance reduction means and propulsion efficiency improvement
technologies; to discuss ship operation and energy efficiency through operational measures both at
ship and fleet levels along with the integration of port/ship duo; to analyse the impact of technical and
operational measures on fuel consumption of ships; to discuss machinery technologies including hull
and propeller maintenance along with relevant ISO standards

8 EC

EGY 108

Energy Management in Maritime Onshore Facilities
To discuss energy management in terms of its vision, planning and strategy in the context of ports/
shipyards; to provide an overview of the ISO 50001 energy management system certification
process and ISO 14001 environmental management systems; to explain energy auditing through real
applications from ports/shipyards; to discuss the socio-economic benefits associated with abatement
technologies adopted in response to international, European and regional port emissions regulations;
to analyse the externalities in ports/shipyards; to apply the Circular Economy and industrial symbiosis
approach within port/shipyard; to analyse the impact of climate change on port infrastructure and to
discuss its adaptation

8 EC

EGY 112

Alternative Fuels/Technologies and Marine Renewable Energy
To describe emission limits and technological options globally and within Emission Control Areas
(ECAs); to examine emission abatement technologies and alternative fuels including LNG, LPG,
biofuels, hydrogen and methanol; to discuss alternative future technologies including fuel cells and
batteries; to demonstrate a systematic understanding of the application of life-cycle analysis on fuel
cell concept; to discuss renewable energy for electricity generation and marine renewable energy
including offshore wind and ocean energy (wave, ocean and tidal currents and tidal range, OTEC and
salinity gradient) along with their environmental and social impacts including underwater noise; to
examine solar and wind power applications onboard ships as well as in maritime onshore facilities

8 EC
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PG Diploma in Maritime Energy (via DL)
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MTCC Seminar at WMU – October 2019
Title at IMO Website:
EU/IMO global project
drives energy efficiency
in the maritime sector
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The Way Forward ?
q The Paradigm Shift?
J ZERO EMISSION SHIP J

q Mindset Change?
q Right Combination of thematic
pillars
q Right combination of EE
measures
q Collaboration amongst all
stakeholders
q ….
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Thank You For Your Attention
Stewards of the Sea

Aykut I. Ölçer
aio@wmu.se
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